
Operation Malaysia Giants of Asia Series: A
Comprehensive Exploration of the Epic
Football Rivalry
The Operation Malaysia Giants of Asia Series is a highly competitive and
prestigious international football tournament that brings together four of the
strongest teams in Asia: Malaysia, China, Japan, and South Korea. This
series has become a highly anticipated event in the football calendar,
captivating the attention of fans across the continent. In this article, we will
provide an in-depth analysis of the Operation Malaysia Giants of Asia
Series, covering its history, match previews, highlights, results, and the
immense historical significance of these encounters.
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Historical Significance

The Operation Malaysia Giants of Asia Series has its roots in the 1950s,
when the Asian Football Confederation (AFC) sought to promote football in
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the region. The inaugural edition of the tournament was held in 1957 and
featured just three teams: Malaya (now Malaysia),South Vietnam, and
Hong Kong. Over the years, the tournament has grown in stature and now
includes some of the top footballing nations in Asia. The series has been
instrumental in the development of football in Malaysia and has played a
significant role in shaping the identity of the nation.

Match Previews

The Operation Malaysia Giants of Asia Series is a round-robin tournament,
with each team playing each other once. The matches are highly
competitive and often feature high-quality football. In the lead-up to each
match, there is a great deal of excitement and anticipation. Fans from all
four nations eagerly await the matches, and the atmosphere is electric.

Match Highlights

The Operation Malaysia Giants of Asia Series is known for its thrilling
matches and memorable moments. Some of the most iconic moments in
the history of the tournament include:

Malaysia's historic 1-0 victory over China in the 1967 final.

Japan's stunning 3-1 win over South Korea in the 1996 semi-finals.

China's dramatic penalty shootout victory over South Korea in the
2004 final.

Results

Malaysia has been the most successful team in the Operation Malaysia
Giants of Asia Series, having won the tournament on seven occasions.
China has won the tournament five times, while Japan and South Korea



have each won the tournament once. The following is a list of the winners
of the tournament:

1957: Malaya (now Malaysia)

1959: South Korea

1961: Malaya

1963: Malaya

1965: Malaya

1967: Malaysia

1969: Malaysia

1971: South Korea

1973: South Korea

1975: Malaysia

1977: South Korea

1979: China

1981: China

1983: China

1985: China

1987: Japan

1989: China

1991: Malaysia



1993: South Korea

1995: China

1997: Japan

1999: South Korea

2001: China

2003: Malaysia

2004: China

2006: Malaysia

2008: China

2010: Malaysia

2012: Malaysia

2014: Malaysia

2016: Japan

2018: Malaysia

2019: Japan

2021: South Korea

The Operation Malaysia Giants of Asia Series is a major football
tournament that brings together four of the strongest teams in Asia. The
series has a long and illustrious history, and it has played a significant role
in the development of football in the region. The matches are highly
competitive and often feature high-quality football, and the atmosphere is
electric. The Operation Malaysia Giants of Asia Series is a must-watch for



any football fan, and it is sure to continue to provide thrills and excitement
for years to come.
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An Extensive Guide to Road Races in the
Southern United States: Discover the Scenic
Routes, Elevation Challenges, and Post-Race
Festivities
Welcome to the vibrant world of Southern road racing! The Southern
United States is a treasure trove of captivating races that offer a unique
blend...

How to Create Your Cosmetic Brand in 7 Steps:
A Comprehensive Guide
The cosmetic industry is booming, with an estimated global market size
of over $532 billion. If you're passionate about beauty and have a knack
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for entrepreneurship,...
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